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Weston's intrigues to thwart him, of Henrietta's ill-concealed dislike and disapproval of his person and ideas. When Wentworth came home for his one holiday, knowing courtiers doubted what his reception would be. He read a long report to an impassive King. As he proceeded, Charles grew more encouraging and ended with unqualified approval. For the next few days, Wentworth was the lion of the Court.
Two friends he had always had, and his correspondence with them, across the Irish Sea, was his one link with the more refined life to which he had been accustomed. One was Lucy Carlisle, whose beauty and brains gave her great influence. But a cold nature and disloyalty in her friendships made her an inspiration rather than a source of comfort.
His other friend, whose influence with the King may have done much to balance that of Weston and Henrietta, was Bishop Laud. His correspondence with Wentworth was naturally full of congratulation on the rescue of the Irish Church. But the bond between the two went deeper. They had the same mind in their different work. Both took " Thorough " for their motto, both detested lethargy, inefficiency, and self-seeking. They summed up their hatreds in the nickname " Lady Mora," my Lady Delay, with which they christened Weston. Weston died, but in other forms his spirit was still active. They thought it mere weakness in the King that allowed LaJdy Mora to dog his administration. They were perhaps right, though they may have underestimated the task of expelling her. They may also have underestimated that grain of worldly wisdom in Weston's methods and the King's tolerance. Without Lady Mora as passenger, Laud and Wentworth might have made the chariot of State roll with half the friction and twice the impetus. Aiming at the stars, they might have landed their master even sooner in the ditch.
The two were as different in origin as in outward aspect, Wentworth's face, dark, proud, and dynamic, is unmis-

